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ABOUT THE EVENT

CONFERENCE TOPICS

Innovation Info Conferences (IIC), A non profit organization, 
is glad to announce the International Conference on Advanced 
Nanotechnology and Nanomaterials (ANN 2023) to be held in 
Dubai, UAE during August 07-08, 2023

MSE 2023 conference boats of a huge variety of Keynote 
presentations, plenary talks, Poster presentations and Career 
development programs. Materials Science & Engineering aims 
to bring together a significant number of leading academic 
scientists, researchers and research scholars to exchange and share 
their experiences and research results on all aspects of Materials 
Science & Engineering.

It is a foremost integrative platform for researchers, educators and 
practitioners alike to present and explore the latest innovations, 
trends, and concerns as well as practical challenges encountered 
and solutions adopted in the fields of Materials Science & 
Engineering.

•	 Nanotechnology in Medicine
•	 Nanoelectroincs
•	 Nanomedicine and Biophysics
•	 Functional Nanoparticles and Nanomaterials
•	 Nano chemistry in Chemical sensors
•	 Medicinal Nano chemistry
•	 Brownian motion in wet Nanotech
•	 Hydrophobic Nanotechnology
•	 Nanotechnology in clothing
•	 Nano biosensors
•	 The future of Nanomedicine–fusing therapy and diagnostics
•	 Nanoscale formulation and targeted drug delivery system
•	 Small materials in living organisms
•	 Nanoscale formulation and targeted drug delivery system
•	 Nano electronic Biomedical Devices
•	 Nano photonics in Mother Nature
•	 Computational Nano photonics
•	 Nanomaterials electronics
•	 Nanotube transistors
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CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
Conference Day 1

wednesday August 07-2023

Conference Day 2

Tuesday - August 08-2023

08:00 - 09:00 | Registration at Desk

09:00 - 09:30 | Opening Ceremony

10:00-11:00 | Keynote Forum

11:00 - 11:15 | Refreshments & Networking

11:15 - 12:15 | Keynote Forum

12:15 - 13:00 | Session 1 (Oral Presentation)

13:00 - 14:00 | Lunch Break

14:00 - 15:30 | Session 2 (Oral Presentation)

15:30 - 15:45 | Refreshments & Networking

15:45 - 17:00 | Session 3 (Oral Presentation)

10:00 - 11:00 | Keynote Forum

11:00 - 11:15 | Refreshments & Networking

11:15 - 12:15 | Keynote Forum

12:15 - 13:05 | Session 4 (Oral Presentation)

13:05 - 14:00 | Lunch Break

14:00 - 15:00 | Workshop/Symposium

15:00 - 15:30 | Emering Researcher Forum

15:30 - 15:45 | Refreshments & Networking

15:45 - 16:30 | Emering Researcher Forum

16:30 - 17:30 | Poster Presentations
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TOP REASONS TO
PARTICIPATE

Here are the top four reasons not to miss this meeting. 

1. Discover new and cutting-edge research:

Gain insight about the latest trends in science and 
enhance your knowledge beyond your scientific field of 
interest. With a robust scientific program, this is a new 
path that links and organizes select sessions from the 
scientific program into cross-disciplinary themes.

2. Supreme visibility for your science:

The conference draws together both luminaries in their 
fields and up-and-coming talent. With participants 
ranging from students to academics to policy makers, 
there are plenty of opportunities to seek out funding for 
new research and get quality feedback before publishing 
your research in a peer-reviewed journal.

3. Network with your peers:

The meeting offers unlimited opportunities to network 
with your colleagues from diverse backgrounds and 
regions. Kick off the meeting with your peers at the 
opening ice breaker reception and connect with people 
who specialize in your field during daily networking 
breaks. 

4. Advance your career: 

The meeting can help advance your career and increase 
your worth to potential employers.

Registration

Registration includes

Mark your presence and meet your peers!



GLIMPSES OF PAST CONFERENCE



PAST CONFERENCE TESTIMONIALS
Donovan B. Yeates, Ph.D., CEO, KAER Biotherapeutics Corporation
Many thanks. I certainly enjoyed the conference. Being in Amsterdam is a special occasion and in wonderful 
weather. Again many thanks for the invitation.

Dr. Jan Jacques Michiels
This conference is critical to make sure that we understand current challenges that researchers and clinicians 
are currently facing, and being able to leap slightly ahead of them, so that by next year’s conference, we’ll have 
solutions and products that meet their needs.

Paul A. Sunseri, Psy.D.
Great for gaining insights into unpublished research and clinical findings, and a significant opportunity to 
network and problem-solve with colleagues.

Dr. Steven Walker
It was a very fascinating conference and had a wonderful experience to share about research with profession-
als in the field.

Koenraad Smets
I can certainly declare that the keynote lectures and oral presentations were generally of an excellent standard and 
although covering a wide range of topics, in my opinion, they were all relevant to the discipline of Pediatrics.

Annelies Keymeulen
I have never been to a conference where i felt like i got to know so many new people so well.

Dates to Remember
• Conference dates: August 07-08, 2023

• Abstract Submission Closing: August 1st, 2023

• Registration Closing: August 06, 2023

• On Spot Registration: August 047, 2023

Group Discounts
Groups of three or more will receive a Special discount by using the group code.

If you have any questions please contact us at  materialscience@infoconferences.com



Academic
Category Earlybird

Price
Midterm

Price
Only Registration (Speaker/Delegate)  $ 699.00 $ 799.00
*Package A $ 999.00 $ 1199.00
*Package B $ 1199.00 $ 1399.00
Local Residents (Only Registration) $ 499.00 $ 699.00

Business
Category Earlybird

Price
Midterm

Price
Only Registration (Speaker/Delegate)  $ 899.00 $ 1099.00
*Module A $ 1199.00 $ 1399.00
*Module B $ 1399.00 $ 1599.00
Local Residents (Only Registration) $ 649.00 $ 849.00

Student
Category Earlybird

Price
Midterm

Price
Student Delegate  $ 340.00 $ 440.00
*Module A $ 449.00 $ 649.00

Registration

E-poster
 $ 199.00

* For more details please visit
https://www.infoconferences.com/nanotechnology/

REGISTRATION INCLUDES
• Entry to all conference sessions, poster and exhibition area
• Conference kit including name tag, program booklet and Abstract Book
• 2 Coffee breaks and Lunch for all the conference days 
• Certificate accreditation from Organizing Committee



HOW TO REGISTER
In order to register for MSE 2023, please complete the online form available on:

https://infoconferences.com/nanotechnology/registration

ABSTRACT SUBMISSION
You are kindly invited to submit your abstract to MSE 2023
Online Abstract Submission: https://infoconferences.com/nanotechnology/abstract
Questions regarding Abstract Submission Contact us: nanotechnology@infoconferences.com

Dubai UAE

Dubai is a city and emirate in the United Arab Emirates 
known for luxury shopping, ultramodern architecture and 
a lively nightlife scene. Burj Khalifa, an 830m-tall tower, 
dominates the skyscraper-filled skyline. At its foot lies Dubai 
Fountain, with jets and lights choreographed to music. On 
artificial islands just offshore is Atlantis, The Palm, a resort 
with water and marine-animal parks.


